Hand Control HL80
Data sheet

LINAK.COM/MEDLINE-CARELINE

HL80
The HL80 hand control has an optimised ergonomic design
and switch activations.
The HL80 is a lockable hand control, which makes it
possible to lock or unlock one or several functions.
It is available in several different standard versions with a
variation of bed symbols for easy interaction with end-users.
Furthermore it is possible to choose between a hook or a
magnet.

Features:
• Hand control for up to 4 actuators
• Coiled or straight cable
• Colour (plastic housing): Dark grey (RAL 7016) or grey
(RAL 7035) (check colours available for cables and
front covers)
• Protection class: IPx4
• Up to 10 easy-touch buttons
• Each row or button can be locked individually
• Standard front cover with bed symbols

LINAK.COM/MEDLINE-CARELINE

Options:
• Customised front cover
• Simultaneous drive of actuators
• Hook or magnet
Usage:
• Approvals: IEC60601-1, ANSI/AAMI ES60601-1 and
CAN/CSA-22.2 No 60601-1

HL80
Ordering example:
H L8 1 00 0 000 0 0 0 4 - 2 M 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 A 0 S 0 0 0
Not used:

0 = None

Not used:

0 = None

Not used:

0 = None

Cable:

S = Straight
C = Coiled
X = Special

Cable Matr.:

0 = PVC
1 = PU
X = Special

Plug Type:

A = DIN
(CB8/10)
D = Modular 10 PIN (CB6/CBJH/COXX/CAXX(COL/CAL)
X = Special

Cable Colour:

1 = Black
2 = Grey
3 = Dark grey
X = Special

Not used:

0 = None

Not used:

0 = None

Not used:

0 = None

Not used:

0 = None

Not used:

0 = None

Not used:

0 = None

Mounting:

0 = Hook
M = Magnetic

Colour:

2 = Grey
3 = Dark grey
X = Special

IP-Degree:

4 = IPx4

Not used:

0 = None

Not used:

0 = None

Background Light:

0 = None

RAL 9005
RAL 7035
RAL 7016

RAL 7035
RAL 7016

Front Cover Number: The last 3 digits in the front-cover number

Remember to order the key separately!
Ordering number:
00914516 (plastic)
00914721 (metal)

Front Cover:

0 = Standard
X = Special

Functionality:

Hand controls
0x = Analogue common standard
Hx = Analogue common GND
xx = Special

Number of rows:

1 = 1 row
2 = 2 rows
3 = 3 rows
4 = 4 rows
5 = 5 rows

Controls Type:

L8 = HL80

Controls

H = All hand controls

Dimensions (mm):

63
32
32

170

Precautions:
• To switch between locked and unlocked position a small
knob between the two push buttons has to be turned 90°
by using a special key.
The key is for the use of the nursing staff only.

25.4

For customised front covers, please contact LINAK.
Drawing of the plastic key:

Hook option

Magnet option

Functionality overview for HL80 :
0x (HB40 like) for: CB6 (CB6 with 3 ch. = ch.1, 3 and 4), CB7, CB8, TDC, CBJH, sometimes CB9..AX - see also Hx
Hx (HB40 like, common gnd) for: CB9..Ax with simultaneous drive
Functionality explanation:
The digits above, along with the functionality drawings are to be used as part of the product item number.
• On the ordering example, there is a space reserved for 2 “functionality” digits.
• I.e. if you need a HL82 you can e.g. choose between “0x” and “Hx” functionalities.
• “0x” functionality is compatible with CB6, CB7, CB8,…… ;
• “Hx” functionality is compatible with CB9..AX with sim. drive.
Multi Lock (ML)
To improve our user interface LINAK have introduced some HL80 versions with Multi Lock.
A standard HL80 (and HL70) lock only disconnects or locks the buttons above/next to the lock.
When locking a “Multi Lock” its possible to lock more than one row of buttons on the HL80 at the same time.
Imagine a bed equipped with a HL84 with functionality H4 and front cover 00HL842A-001.

HL84xx04/H4

HL84xx0M/HM

2U

2U

2D

1U

1D

1U

:

3U

1D
:

3D

3U

:

2+3U

2D
ML

:

3D
ML

2+3D

2+3U

2+3D

:

00HL842A-001

If the patient for some reason is not allowed to run with the back rest, the nurse has to lock the back rest function AND the auto contour function.
If the same bed was equipped with a HL84 with Multi Lock (functionality HM)
It would only be necessary to lock the back rest (CH2) then auto contour would be locked automatically at the same time.
The same thing happens if the leg rest is locked (CH3). Then the Multi Lock locks the auto contour function at the same time.

HL standard front covers:

00HL822A-001

00HL822A-002

00HL832A-001

00HL842A-001

00HL852A-001

00HL812A-002

HL80 Standard front covers - when ordering check that the hand control functionality corresponds to the symbols on the front cover.
The last 2 digits in the front cover code are to be used in the ordering example (xx).
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For all types attention should be given to ensure that the channels shown correspond to the channels on the chosen control box.

LINAK® accepts no responsibility for possible errors or inaccuracies in catalogues, brochures, and other material. LINAK reserves the
right to change its products without prior notice. LINAK cannot guarantee product availability and reserves the right to discontinue
the sale of any product. The user is responsible for determining the suitability of LINAK products for a specific application. All sales are
subject to the ‘Standard Terms of Sale and Delivery’, available on LINAK websites.
LINAK and the LINAK logotype are registered trademarks of LINAK A/S. All rights reserved.

FOR MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS AND GUIDANCE IN USAGE, PLEASE SEE THE RELEVANT USER MANUAL

